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H ow would your team respond if you asked them, “What’s the 
biggest issue or challenge we’re facing?” 

I can just about guarantee that the answer will be 
“Communication.” Why? Because it’s what every team always says. 

I’ve conducted hundreds of focus groups, engagement surveys, 
leader assessments, organizational culture indicators and one-on-
one interviews in industries that included health care, data 
management, corporate branding, manufacturing, beverage 
distribution, government, transportation and more. And all of them 
cited communication as their number-one issue. Always! It’s why I 
always try to get underneath this large umbrella before I begin to try 
to help them. 

WHAT COMES TO MIND WHEN YOU THINK OF 
COMMUNICATION?

1. Information sharing?
2. Listening?
3. Giving and receiving feedback?
4. Resolving issues and conflicts?
5. Praise and recognition? 
6. Negotiation and compromise? 
7. Giving instruction and direction? 
8. All of the above?

We’re too often seduced by the notion that technology can help us 
communicate more efficiently, effectively and completely. Yet, despite 
the convenience of a quick text, or the benefits of video conferencing, 
technology by itself will never, ever solve our communication issues. 

In fact, our phones and computers can make our communication 
worse and cost us time and money, if we misuse them by trying to 
accomplish too many things with technology that actually need a 
face-to-face human interaction. 

It’s fine to use the tools that support our need to communicate, but 
it’s good to remember that they aren’t magic – they’re just tools. Our 
personal communication skills are our most valuable tool. And they 
need to be flexible and multi-faceted. 

If we aspire to improve our at-work communications, we must first 
look hard at what it takes to navigate the complexities of human 
relationships. Every opportunity to communicate carries a risk of 
miscommunication – if, for example, there isn’t enough (or too much) 
information, or poor timing, or we’re talking but not listening. The 
pitfalls are infinite. 

Here are some elements to look at in your efforts to improve your 
communications and make a positive impact:
• Self-Awareness. Understanding our personal communication 

strengths and weaknesses can help us become more effective 
communicators. The biggest pitfall is the gap between our good 
intentions and our actual behaviors. Knowing ourselves is a lifelong 
process, and also a daily practice. 

• Awareness of Others. Taking time to notice those around us can 
be difficult when we’re moving so fast that it’s tempting to race over 
the subtleties of how our communication is impacting others.

• Relational Trust. We don’t have true relationships if we aren’t truly 
relating. A willingness to build, maintain and repair trust is the 
necessary foundation for communication with our colleagues. 
When there’s high trust, there’s space for communication repairs 
and restarts. But if there’s no trust, everything takes longer, and 
there’s greater potential to go awry. 

• Language Skills. Words do matter. Clarity makes all the difference. 
Reframing and restating our ideas can be a major help. 

• Humility. Taking ownership of our own role in the communication 
dynamic can create space for repair and recalibration. We need to 
be willing to make amends, ask for help, or admit what we don’t 
know or what we’ve mis-heard. Be willing to be human and humble. 

There’s nothing soft about communication skills. They are among 
the hardest – and most indispensable – skills we 
need to master. 

WHAT’S THE BIGGEST ISSUE?    
WHEN TALK TRUMPS TEXTING
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